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Thursday, 14th January 2021 – the 11th series

of the Command and Staff Course commenced

with an opening ceremony held at the Defence

Academy, Royal Brunei Armed Forces (RBAF).

The opening ceremony was officiated by the

Guest of Honour, Major General (U) Dato Seri

Pahlawan Haji Hamzah bin Haji Sahat,

Commander of the Royal Brunei Armed Forces

(RBAF).

The 11th cohort of the Command and Staff

Course were made up of 33 students. 10 of the

students were international military officers from

various parts of the world; Bangladesh, India,

Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines,

Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Thailand and the USA.

The remaining 23 students comprised of 21 local

officers from every branch of the Brunei Armed

Forces, alongside one officer from the Royal

Brunei Police Force and one officer from the

Ministry of Defence.
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This year marked the third year of UBD becoming the main academic provider to

the Academy, and we hope this relationship will continue to last.
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An International Student from Sudan:

Living in Brunei

Tuesday, 20th April 2021 – In January, IPS officially

welcomed its international student who is currently

conducting a PhD in Islamic Governance. Mr. Mazin

Abdulhameed Dawood Hassan is a PhD candidate

under the Universiti Brunei Darussalam Graduate

Scholarship scheme.

He is currently researching on “Maintenance and

Rectification of the Legal Relationships between the

Major Actors Under the Islamic Corporate Governance:

A Proposed Framework”. Mazin’s PhD research is

under the supervision of Professor Amin Abdul Aziz,

Senior Professor in Islamic Governance.

His research is pertinent to his work as a lecturer at the

Faculty of Law, University of Khartoum, Sudan. Mazin

hailed from the Northern part of Sudan that neighbours

Egypt, and have been living in Brunei for seven months.

We invited him to share his personal experiences of

living in Brunei and studying at UBD.

“In spite of the enforcement of the social distancing measures 

against the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in Brunei 

Darussalam restricting the movement of the arrivals, I came up 

with a positive impression of the Brunei Darussalam and the 

Universiti Brunei Darussalam (UBD). I have been inspired by the 

beautiful, natural landscape of the country from the dense trees 

grown along the roads, and green hills to the wide sea. Peoples 

are friendly, helpful, and show tolerance towards foreigners. I, 

really, enjoyed the Bruneian food, especially, “Nasi Katok” which 

has been provided to me during the quarantine period at Parkview 

hotel.

In UBD, I like the quiet atmosphere and the soothing view around 

the hostel where I, currently, live. They make me feel relaxed and 

stimulate me to focus on my studies. I found many students from 

different countries living at the male hostel. I formed a good 

relationship with many of them. This gives me an opportunity to 

obtain new knowledge and insights on other cultures and relieves 

the stress and depression through talking and having fun with 

them. They also help me when the need arises, and together, we 

enjoy playing football at the sports complex.

I, also, admire the respected academic and administrative staff at 

the Institute of Policy Studies (IPS) where I am, currently, doing 

my Ph.D. in Islamic Governance program. They provide me with 

the necessary information, build confidence in me and assist me in 

pursuing my goals. I also established a contact with the 

international students club of the University to access a social 

network with all international students and arrange interesting 

planes for entertainment.

I benefited a lot from the facilities provided by the UBD, such as 

the internet service, software programs, digital and physical 

libraries. These provide a fertile ground for research and skills 

development. I am, currently, spending a good time in Brunei 

Darussalam and hope to live memorable moments with my friends 

and colleagues at the UBD.”
Mazin Abdulhameed Dawood Hassan
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By Kris Hartley & Norainie Ahmad. In The Future of the Policy Sciences, edited by Anis Ben Brik 

and Leslie A. Pal (2021) Edward Elgar Publishing, pp. 35-63.

IPS Academic Staff Latest 

Publication Book Chapter: 
“Neo-professionalization of the Civil 

Service: 

An International Perspective on 

Policy Studies Education” 

This newly published book chapter is the result of a joint collaboration between co-authors Kris Hartley from The Education

University of Hong Kong, and Norainie Ahmad of the Institute of Policy Studies, UBD.

In it, they introduce the concept of “neo-professionalisation” as

the credentialing of civil servants through degrees, certificates,

licenses, and professional development programs. This

phenomenon is driving growth in policy studies education

through responses by universities and credential-seeking civil

servants to implicit and explicit institutional incentives,

themselves a product of broader structural shifts in how

societies, markets, and governance are organized.

The authors further argue that ‘the outcome is regression to a

global mean in how policy studies education is conceptualised

and structured, with implications for institutional diversity,

ideological hegemony, and modes of governance’ (p. 35). They

then set out in the chapter to analyse the performance of neo-

professionalization based on the structure-institutions-actors

perspective. Tracing the development of two generations of civil

service professionalization, they proceeded to examine the latter,

new generation as a driver of growth in credentialing programs.

They applied DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) concept of normative

isomorphism to describe how the current era of

professionalisation is distinguishable from the previous one,

surmising that global institutional pressures have produced the

current drive towards professionalisation. The case of UBD’s

Institute of Policy Studies (IPS) is then analysed as an example

of normative isomorphism, and within this frame the case is

interpreted through the lens of a structure-institutions-actors

perspective as proposed by Bakır and Jarvis (2018) and Bakır

(2017).

Findings indicate that the creation of IPS illustrates how

educational institutions and civil servants respond to institutional

incentives, leading to the development of credentialing projects

in a way that may be representative of other cases around the

world.

The analysis focuses on IPS itself as an example of how neo-

professionalisation is reflected in higher education policy, but

the analysis does not aim to evaluate the practice of neo-

professionalisation across the whole of Brunei’s public sector.

The authors elaborate in their conclusions on the implications

of isometric neo-professionalisation in an era of epistemic

transition and populist agitation.

This chapter is part of a forward-thinking book, which examines

the future of public policy as a discipline, both as it is taught

and as it is practiced. The book critically assesses the limits of

current theories and approaches, and includes the writings of

leading scholars in the field who highlight new models and

perspectives. The chapters present data on what is taught I

policy schools, using survey results from schools of public

policy to assess pedagogical scope and adequacy. The book

also considers policy work in government, and whether theory

matches practice. Reflecting on the future of policy making,

policy advice, implementation and governance in light of the

COVID-19 pandemic, it analyses how policy issues are now

framed and debated, the range of available tools, and how

public compliance and popular support have been eroded by

the crisis.

The book was launched on 20th October 2021 at a virtual Book

Launch event: The Future of the Policy Sciences (Edward Elgar

Publishing), on Webex. The book is part of the ‘New Horizons

in Public Policy series. It is a recommended as an essential

guide for teachers, students, public managers, and policy-

makers in re-thinking the field of public policy and its theories,

methods, and applications.

*Note: Dr Kris Hartley is an Assistant Professor and Programme Leader at the Department of Asian and Policy Studies, The Education University of Hong Kong. He is also a Visiting Lecturer for UBD’s Master of Public Policy and Management (MPPM) flagship

programme since 2019, and teaches Global Public Management. Norainie Ahmad is a Lecturer and Graduate Programme Coordinator at IPS.
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Tales from the Student Research Forum:
a sharing on ‘The Concept of Islamic Governance’ and

‘Effectiveness of Islamic Governance in Combatting Theft

Crime: A Comparative Study of Saudi Arabia, Oman, and

Afghanistan’

By Syazana Fauzi
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Every semester, the IPS Student Body conducts a weekly

Student Research Forum, as a platform for its students to share

their research studies, progress, and the challenges they faced,

often accompanied by pertinent solutions, during their research

journeys. Last semester, the Forum was held physically at the

Māwardī Global Classroom, every Monday, at 2PM.

Two presentations, in particular, stood out from the rest. One of

them was titled, ‘The Concept of Islamic Governance: A Critical

Analysis’. This research study seeks to critically analyse various

ideas of the ‘Islamic Governance’ concept, in order to ascertain

the principal constructs underpinning an Islamic system of

governance and offer a more complete picture of the concept. At

the time of presentation, on February 15th, this research study

was still in progress, but the presenter revealed, for the first time,

to the audience, the study’s Frame of Reference.

It consists of four principal constructs of (1) political association,

(2) power and authority, (3) legitimacy, and (4) leadership, and

their respective sub-constructs. This milestone merely marked

the beginning of analysis, but nonetheless, the study’s prospect

was both promising and exciting.

The second research study, on the other hand, was closer to

completion, at the time of presentation, on March 3rd. The

presenter disclosed that she was in the process of concluding

her research study, titled ‘Effectiveness of Islamic Governance

in Combatting Theft Crime: A Comparative Study of Saudi

Arabia, Oman, and Afghanistan’.

This research study aims to identify certain factors, from an

Islamic Governance perspective, that can facilitate in

combatting theft crime. The study’s findings revealed seven

factors: (1) theology, (2) juristic and values, (3) political culture,

(4) social culture, (5) welfare, (6) education, and (7) economy.

All of which are significant factors of good governance that can

help in tackling theft crime. These factors have a knock-on

effect on each other, and the absence or presence of one

factor can either impede or facilitate, respectively, in

combatting theft crime. Saudi Arabia and Oman represent

successful cases, where their theft crime rates are low due to

the presence and good maintenance of all those factors,

whereas Afghanistan is considered as an unsuccessful case

with a high theft crime rate, devoid of most factors. This

research study has the potential to become a baseline for

future research studies analysing the seven factors that can

facilitate in combatting crimes, beyond theft, in any society, in

shā Allah.
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Public Climate 

Finance in the 

Year Ahead

Wednesday, 3rd February 2021 – IPS received a courtesy visit

and organised a discussion on Priorities for Public Climate

Finance in the Year Ahead, presented by Dr Isabella de

Lovinfosse, Head for South East Asia COP26 Strategy, British

High Commission of Singapore.

The world is already facing climate change and biodiversity

loss. Therefore urgent action is required to tackle this. The

transition to a more sustainable, inclusive and resilient future

will require action at all levels across the world. The discussion

highlighted on the main issues related to public climate finance

that have been raised through extensive consultations as

incoming COP26 presidency and sets out initial steps for the

international community to address them.

There are 11 public finance priorities that have been identified

are: the quantity and predictability of climate finance; the role of

Multilateral Development Banks, Public Development Banks

and Development Finance Institutions; delivery through

Multilateral Climate Funds; mobilising private climate finance;

wider fiscal challenges; the allocation of finance – in particular

grants – to the poorest and most vulnerable; access to climate

finance; finance for adaptation and resilience; finance for nature

and nature-based solutions ; the coherence of approaches

to climate impacts; and

the gender-responsiveness of climate finance. Simultaneously,

the world has now been transformed by the COVID-19 crisis

which consequently disrupting the balance between the

humanity and the natural world.

The pandemic has resulted in catastrophic economic impacts

with severe job losses and global depression. For many

countries the worsening economic crisis has resulted in

constrained finances for investing in people, recovery and

climate.

At the beginning of 2020, cyclones, hurricanes, wildfires,

droughts and locusts were battering lives and economies; and

during the remainder of the year, an estimated 51.6 million

people faced weather-related disasters at the same time as

dealing with the effects of the pandemic.

Therefore, 2020 was the year of rescue and response and 2021

is the year of deepening the foundations for sustainable,

inclusive and resilient recovery – to reset our economies in a

way that delivers sustainable, good quality jobs, more resilient

societies and greater equity, while also tackling head on the

climate change and biodiversity loss emergencies.

However, channelling the finance to enable climate action is a

challenge faced by every country and organisation - the scale

and speed of this transition will require all forms of finance:

public and private; domestic and international. Developed

countries committed to jointly mobilise $100bn of climate

finance a year by 2020, and through to 2025, from a range of

public and private sources (i.e. private finance mobilised

through public interventions).

The way forward – with the incoming COP presidency, 2021

must be the year to get back on track with climate finance

commitments and disbursements. The COP26 have outline

several actions to be taken and convene discussion to be

address, few listed below:

1. Quantity and predictability of climate finance – The

commitment to jointly mobilise $100bn of climate finance a

year is critically important: developed countries must meet

existing commitments and come forward with ambitious

post-2020 climate finance pledges, to achieve and surpass

the $100bn a year goal. This allow the predictability of future

finance flows to support developing country planning

processes.

• In this effort, UK’s public international Climate Finance has

made effort to double the commitment to £11.6 billion

between 2021 and 2025.

2. Multilateral Development Banks, Public Development Banks

and Development Finance Institutions play a central role in

delivering and scaling up climate finance.

• MDBs to set out clear methodologies and

implementation plan for both mainstreaming nature

across their entire portfolios and aligning them with.
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• the goals of the Paris Agreement while deploying

resources for countries to develop and finance low

carbon and resilient transition plans.

• While PDB and DFI to publish their timelines and

action plans for Paris Alignment. To mainstream

adaptation and nature and help redirect private

financial flows in support of low-carbon and climate

resilient sustainable development.

3. Multilateral climate funds. Climate funds that serve the

Paris Agreement - the Green Climate Fund, Global

Environment Facility and Adaptation Fund - and other

multilateral climate vehicles, including the Climate

Investment Funds and Global Infrastructure Facility, are

key elements of the international climate finance

architecture.

Energy Forum 2021: On Renewable 

Energy and Solar PV

Dr Isabella with IPS staffs and participants

By Syazana Fauzi & Fatin Hazimah Zulkifli

The Ministry of Energy (ME), in collaboration with the Institute of

Policy Studies (IPS), Faculty of Integrated Technologies (FIT),

and Centre for Advanced Materials and Energy Sciences

(CAMES), Universiti Brunei Darussalam (UBD), successfully

held a Renewable Energy Policy and Development Forum on

the 29th of June 2021, at the Musyawarah Hall, International

Convention Centre. The Guest of Honour was Yang Berhormat

Dato Seri Paduka Awang Haji Matsatejo bin Sokiaw, Deputy

Minister of Energy. Yang Mulia Tuan Haji Azhar Bin Haji Yahya,

Permanent Secretary of ME, Yang Mulia Tuan Pengiran Haji

Jamra Weira Bin Pengiran Haji Petra, Deputy Permanent

Secretary of ME, and representing UBD’s Vice-Chancellor,

Yang Mulia Pengiran Dr Mohd Iskandar bin Pengiran Haji Petra,

Assistant Vice Chancellor in Academic Affairs, also graced the

forum with their presence as the guests of honour.

Dr Romeo 

Pacudan, Associate 

Professor of Energy 

and Environment 

Policy and 

Management, IPS 

during the Q&A

The second half of the morning session focused on floating solar

PV (photovoltaic), discussed by two speakers. The first

presenter, Tuan Muhammad Hasbur Rahman bin Yahaya, from

the REU, considered several floating solar PV options in Brunei,

whereas the second speaker, Dr Thomas Reindl, Deputy Director

of the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI), Singapore,

presented his topic, via Zoom, titled ‘Floating Solar PV:

Technology, Cost Trends and Lessons Learned from Singapore’s

Pilot Project’. The second half of the morning session also ended

with another Q&A, moderated by Dr Jimmy.

The Guest of Honours attendees
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The forum was conducted in the morning and afternoon. The

theme for the first part of the morning session was Utility Scale

Renewable Energy Development. The first speaker was Dr

Romeo Pacudan, Associate Professor of Energy and

Environmental Policy and Management, IPS, UBD, presenting

his topic on the ‘Global Renewable Policy Landscape’. The

second speaker, Tuan Abdul Matiin, from the Renewable Energy

Unit (REU), talked about Brunei’s renewable energy policy and

development plan.

The third speaker, Puan Shirley Sikun, Head of Energy

Transition of Brunei Shell Petroleum, discussed about the ‘3.3

Mwp (megawatt peak) BSP Solar PV Plant’. The first part of the

morning session ended with a Q&A with the audience,

moderated by Dr Jimmy Lim Chee Ming, Director of CAMES,

UBD. For the first part of the afternoon session, the theme was

Rooftop Solar PV. The first speaker, Dr Veronica Shabunko,

Head Centre of Excellence for Building Integrated PV

(photovoltaic) Solar Energy System Cluster, SERI, Singapore,

virtually presented her topic titled ‘Towards Low Carbon

Technologies: Urban Solar Applications’.

The second speakers were Dr William Voon South Fee and

Tuan Khairul Anwar Hj Bakar from the Berakas Power

Company, who discussed about 200 kWp (kilowatt peak) BPC

rooftop solar PV. The session is then followed by a 15-minute

Q&A, moderated by Professor Dr Liyanage De Silva, Dean of

FIT, UBD.

The discussion for the second half revolved around the solar

PV from developers’ perspectives. The first speaker, Tuan

Abdul Muneim Syakier bin Hj Md Iskandar Zulkarnain, a project

engineer from the Sivli Sdn Bhd, talked about the ‘Rooftop

Solar PV Project Experience’.

Whereas the second speaker, Tuan Wong Ching Ming,

Business Development Manager, Perusahaan Madura,

highlighted several rooftop solar PV opportunities. Professor Dr

Liyanage then moderated the subsequent Q&A.

The forum ended with a special presentation by Mr Josh

Roebuck, Head of Policy and Strategy, and Mr Twin Gwinnell,

Small Scale Lead; from the Department of Business, Energy,

and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), United Kingdom (UK), who

shared on UK’s Renewable Energy Scheme.

Dr Mahani (Director of IPS), Dr Anshari (Deputy Director of 

IPS), and Dr Romeo Pacudan

The Master of Ceremonies from IPS

The registration team from FIT and IPS
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Hari Raya Festivities:
A Collaborative Celebration of Three FICs

Thursday, 3rd June 2021 – ‘Open Office’ Hari Raya gatherings

to celebrate the festive season is a norm in many offices in

Brunei. As like many offices in Brunei, Faculties, Institutes and

Centres (FICs) at UBD will organise an ‘Open Office’ event for

Hari Raya celebrations.

In comparison to previous years (2020 being the exception),

celebrations were muted as Bruneians were only allowed to

celebrate within a small circle of their immediate families. As a

closely-knit community, such situations felt unnatural as we

continued to do our part in living life with the ‘new normal’ in the

current pandemic situation.

Thus, being able to celebrate Hari Raya with people beyond the

confines of immediate family members this year meant a great

deal for everyone who missed such grand festivities.

Institute of Policy Studies in collaboration with the Institute for

Leadership, Innovation and Advancement (ILIA) and the Sultan

Omar ‘Ali Saifuddien Centre for Islamic Studies (SOASCIS)

organised an Open Office Hari Raya celebration for their staff

and students.

The event was held at SOASCIS general office from 12 pm –

3pm. The event was also attended by the Principle officers and

UBD Senior Management Team.

We accommodated not more than 30 guests at a time, in

compliance with guidelines and directives from the Ministry of

Health (MOH). We served a dazzling variety of home cooked

chicken rendang, chicken curry, grilled chicken, briyani, pasta

and lasagna.

Various traditional cakes and cookies were served as well,

along with a free-flow of cordial punch and soft drinks to

quench the visitors’ thirst.
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Special Lunch Hosted by MDSS Alumni

Sunday , 06 June 2021 – Five MDSS graduates hosted an

appreciation lunch for invited IPS faculty staff at I-Lotus Restaurant.

IPS faculty staff that were invited to the lunch were research

methodology lecturers and the graduates’ supervisors of Lt Col

Fakhrul Ammar Haji Mohammad Isa, Lieutenant Colonel Haji

Awang Zuraihi bin Haji Awang Ashári, Major Moza Syaffiarizal Haji

Mohamad, Lt (U) col Zulkhairin bin Ibrahim and Lieutenant Colonel

Mohammad Ghazali bin Haji Hussin.

All five graduates completed the MDSS programme in May 2021,

upon submission of their mini-research thesis in April. Their

Master’s degree will be conferred at the upcoming 33rd UBD

Convocation.

We are proud to say that the students have worked hard during the

MDSS programme. Their results are a testament of their hard work,

and all of them have attained success in their career and

professional development. We wish all of them well and may Allah

give them the strength and capability to serve our country.

“Pursuing a Master of Defence and Security 

Studies requires me to familiarise myself with 

the various methodologies available. My 

supervisor, Dr Iznan Tarip has been 

instrumental in facilitating my understanding of 

case study methodology, specifically, 

analytical generalisation and also exposing me 

to various analytical tools such as Wilkinson’s 

Seven Layers of Dimensions. Looking back, 

this program has helped me to appreciate 

policies on defence and security”

Lt Col Haji Awang Zuraihi bin Haji Awang Ashári, 

Royal Brunei Land Force

“My 19 years of experience in RBAF 

undoubtedly contributed to my success in 

completing the Masters in Security Studies as 

well as the dedicated support given by the 

lecturers and staff of Universiti Brunei 

Darussalam that empowered me to realise my 

potential to follow through with the course. 

Overall, this course has helped sharpen my 

proficiency in policy analysis and planning; 

enhanced my research and briefing methods; 

widened my perspective on defence issues as 

well as strengthened my decision-making 

ability. Thank you very much Universiti Brunei 

Darussalam.”

Major Moza Syaffiarizal Haji Mohamad
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“Alhamdulillah, with the support of my beloved 

family and organisation as well as guidance 

from the IPS management and my supervisor 

at Universiti Brunei Darussalam, I managed to 

complete my Master programme and 

completed my Master of Defence and Security 

Studies with Merit.

This programme enhances my intellectual 

capacity, analytical skills and obtains a better 

understanding of conducting academic 

research. Also, it provides a platform for the 

exchange of views and perspectives on 

security subjects from academics.

This qualification fulfils my own educational 

need and will inevitably become helpful for my 

career in the military to help contribute more 

for the betterment of the organisation as well 

as my future undertaking.” 

Lt (U) col Zulkhairin bin Ibrahim

“The MDSS is the second 

time being conducted by UBD, since 2019 and 

it continuously proved to be a successful one. 

The collaboration between UBD and MINDEF, 

especially with the Defence Academy RBAF, 

gives an added value to the professional 

military education to better equip the officers in 

the RBAF with a broader knowledge and 

insight especially in the security field. 

Personally, the experience that I have gained 

not only challenged me to live out of my 

comfort zone but has also been fruitful and 

beneficial in my military career. IPS have 

provided multiple platforms and avenues for 

part-time students to interact and 

communicate with lecturers and supervisors 

effectively which has made the acquisition of 

essential knowledge easier.”

Lt Col Mohammad Ghazali bin Haji Hussin

“I would like to convey my utmost appreciation to UBD for their continuous support throughout my 

journey in achieving my Masters. Their vast knowledge and various perspectives has certainly opened 

my eyes in my field of studies. With the world now being digitally connected, cybersecurity is a real 

cause for concern. Moving forward I hope I'm able to apply what I've learned in my profession and 

bring my organisation to the next level. Thank you so much UBD & IPS!”

Lt Col Fakhrul Ammar Haji Mohammad Isa
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International Night at Defence Academy, 

RBAF
Academic staff from UBD that were involved in the delivery,

supervision, and teaching of student officers under the 11th

Command and Staff Course (CSC) were invited to attend the

International Gala Night at the Defence Academy, Royal

Brunei Armed Forces (DA RBAF), Tanah Jambu, on 11th June

2021. This annual event was organised by the participants of

the CSC programme, which runs for 40 weeks, leading up to

the Graduate Diploma in Defence and Security Studies

(GDSS) certification, an award granted by UBD.

Gracing the event was the Guest of Honour, the Commander

of RBAF, Major General (U) Dato Seri Pahlawan Hj Hamzah

bin Hj Sahat, who was greeted by the Acting Commandant

Lieutenant Colonel (U) Azmie Iskandar bin Ariffin and event

Chairman, Major Ahmad Bohare bun Mandor of DA RBAF.

Also in attendance were the Vice Chancellor of UBD, Datin Dr

Dyg Hjh Anita Binurul Zahrina bte Pehin Orang Kaya Laila

Wijaya Dato Seri Setia Hj Awg Abdul Aziz, Services

Commanders, Joint Force Commander, Commandants,

Defence Advisers/Attaches, Officials from respective

Embassies and High Commissions, as well as CSC Directing

Staff. Attending on behalf of IPS are Dr. Mahani Hj Hamdan,

Director of IPS, and Ms. Norainie Ahmad, Graduate

Programme Coordinator and lecturer of IPS.

Other academic members in attendance were Senior

Professor Phan Le Ha, Associate Professor Dr Liam Kelley,

Associate Professor Dr Bruno Jetin, Associate Professor Dr

Paul Carnegie, Dr. Nobumichi Teramura, Dr. Aliamat Omar Ali,

and Ms. Hjh. Suciyati Hj Sulaiman. The spouses, children and

family members of the CSC participants also attended the

event.

The theme for this year’s International Night was “Thank You

for Flying with CSC Flight 112021”, which showcased a mock

flight and airport check-in format, where attendees were given

faux-passports, intended to be stamped at each of the

international booths that night. With each visit to the booths,

attendees received a national flag sticker that could be affixed

to the passports, signifying that they have visited the countries.

It was also a chance to explore the different cultures, and taste

the various selections of food and beverages that were

prepared by the CSC participants and their families.

Countries represented at the booths included Pakistan, India,

Indonesia, United States of America, Singapore, Thailand, The

Philippines, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Brunei, and Indonesia.

The delightful international spreads included colourful and

tasty array of dishes like tom yam, gol gappe, lamb mandhy,

and other regional treats from the 11 countries represented.

The night also included entertainment such as cultural

performances by representatives from the CSC and their

families, as well as folk dancing, which was joined by UBD

academic staff.
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Farewell to Rahmani Omar
Saturday, 03 July 2021 – A mini lunch gathering was held at

IPS general office, to bid farewell to IPS intern, Mohamad

Rahmani bin Omar, and show our appreciation for his services

and contributions throughout his six-month internship period at

IPS. His internship was officially completed on 30th June 2021.

Mohamad Rahmani is a final year Diploma student in marketing

at Politeknik Brunei. He was placed at IPS on January 2021

under the supervision of IPS/ILIA Project Officer, Safwan Azmi.

Rahmani was able to perform his duties as an administrative

assistant and complete assigned clerical tasks. He also helped

IPS produce presentations, flyers, spreadsheets, graphs,

charts, diagrams, and illustrations. Further, he played an active

role in coordinating IPS events throughout his internship period.

Rahmani is a very hard working and a very humble person,

who showed great respect for people during his internship

tenure. In addition, he is also a very open and teachable intern,

and IPS is proud to have been part of his learning journey at a

young age. Indeed, with such qualities, he will be an asset to

any of his future employers.

Rahmani plans to undertake further studies at Universiti

Teknologi Brunei in August, 2021. IPS wishes him all the best

in his future endeavours and we will certainly miss his presence

at the office.

Rahmani Omar (left) with his two supervisors, Safwan 

Azmi and Fathin Sulaiman

Stay up to date with 
the latest form the IPS

ips.ubd.edu.bn

office.ips@ubd.edu.bn

@policystudies.ubd

ipsubd
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Upcoming Events
Jan – July 2022

Welcoming new GDSS Students (CSC12) and research 

students 

January 2022

KP-5117 The Madīnian Polity: Visions of Islamic Governance

January – April 2022

Seventh Islamic Governance Symposium (TBC)

May 2022

Institute of Policy Studies Seminar Series

Monthly activity


